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THE COVID SATANISTS
The Imaam of a Musjid in Gauteng writes:
It seems as if we were surrounded by munaafiqeen scoundrels all along and our
Imaani senses did not detect them. Everyone here, where I am staying now to help
my grandfather, comes to the masjid with a mask. And they take it off when
outside as If they are practically telling Allah that His Masjid is dirty. They are
all filthy swines. Their hearts are corrupted. They will not wear the mask till the
door of the Masjid, but then put it on 'religiously' at the door of the Masjid. What
type of a mockery is this? They were all along solid munaafiqeen but now it is
showing up. Filth doesn't stay covered forever. The smell and stench will always
be exposed. They stink like dirt.
Right now I have a question. People are sick no doubt I am with my grandfather
now, and his lungs are definitely diseased. So is this disease man made or Allah
sent? No doubt Allah is allowing every bit of this Satanism to plague the Ummah.
But were the kufffaar instrumental in initiating this disease? Your answers will be
(End of the Imaam’s letter)
appreciated.

ANSWER AND COMMENT
Some time ago, most people, if not all, could not understand the following
Hadith narrated by Hadhrat Abdullah Bin Amar (Radhiyallahu anhu):
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The Musaajid will be full of munaafiqeen and zanaadaqah. What you have
seen is a manifestation of this prediction of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
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“A time will dawn when the people (i.e. so-called Muslims) will gather in
the Musaajid and perform Salaat while not a single one of them will be a
Mu’min.”

wasallam). Predictions and their materialization are part of the evidence for
the Truth of a Nabi.
Whatever you have commented about these munaafiqeen is valid. They are
indeed worse than swines. A pig is not a munaafiq, but humans are. Even the
dua of a pig is accepted and fulfilled by Allah Ta’ala. But there is no
capacity of Dua in a munaafiq.
Whether the covid virus was manufactured by the kuffaar and whether this
satanic ‘plague’ has been engineered by the agents of the Devil or not is of
no consequence. In reality, it is all in the Plan of Allah Azza Wa Jal. It is
Allah Ta’ala who is harnessing all these devilish forces to execute His
Decree. Stating this fact, the Qur’aan Majeed says:
“Not a leaf drops (from a tree), but He is aware.”
The minutest particle, the atom, the movement of a worm in the darkness of
the soil are by the decrees of Allah Azza Wa Jal. Every occurrence
regardless of its infinitesimility, is by the direct intervention of Allah Ta’ala.
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Keep the focus on Allah Ta’ala. All people, jinn and every entity in creation
are all cogs in the Divine Machinery. Everything – every plot and every act
of the shayaateen are by the decree of Allah Azza Wa Jal. Thus, everything
will run its divinely prescribed course. Our obligation is to only obey Allah
Ta’ala in the manner He has commanded us in His Shariah. He is our
Protector. Was-salaam

